Ruth Jackson Orthopaedic Society
9400 West Higgins Road
Rosemont, Illinois 60018
Direct Phone: 847.698.1626

Personal Fax: 847.268.9461

Email: rjos@aaos.org

ASSIGNMENT OF RIGHTS
FOR INDIVIDUALS RECEIVING NO COMPENSATION FROM THE RJOS
I am the owner of a photograph (“Photograph”), attached hereto as Exhibit A, which may be included in a project of the
Ruth Jackson Orthopaedic Society (“RJOS”), located at 9400 West Higgins Road, Rosemont, Illinois, 60018. I have
received no compensation from the RJOS for the contribution of the Photograph. For purposes of this Assignment of
Rights Agreement, I understand that the RJOS includes not only the RJOS as a corporation, but also any affiliated
organizations and any employees, agents, licensees and assignees of the RJOS.
I agree that the Photograph may be published or otherwise used by the RJOS in connection with its website and
membership campaign and to otherwise further RJOS’ educational and promotional endeavors.
By signing this Agreement, I understand that I am giving the RJOS whatever ownership interests I have or may have in
the copyright of the Photograph. Specifically, by signing this Agreement, I understand that:
1.
2.
3.

I am giving the RJOS the entire worldwide right, title, interest, ownership and all subsidiary rights I have or
may have in thePhotograph; and
I have retained no personal or proprietary rights in thePhotograph; and
I have given the RJOS any future rights to commence any legal action or to recover damages and other relief
resulting from infringement of the copyright in the Photograph.

I have no knowledge of any lawsuits, claims or demands relating to the Photograph nor have I conveyed or assigned any
claim or potential claims to the Photograph to any person or entity other than RJOS.
I am the sole owner of the Photograph and the owner of all rights granted in this Agreement. The Photograph has not
been previously published.
I warrant to the RJOS that the Photograph is original and does not violate or infringe on the rights of another
person or entity.
I understand that the RJOS may edit the Photograph for publication or other uses. If the RJOS accepts this Assignment
of Rights, I understand that the RJOS does not bind itself to use the Photograph in its original form or in its entirety.

I have read and understand AAOS’s primer on intellectual property rights titled “Intellectual Property Rights: What You
Need to Know”. The primer is available either on the web at http://www.aaos.org/member/mbrsvc/primer.asp or in hard
copy by contacting the RJOS.
Original signatures by electronic transmission (facsimile or email with PDF attachment) shall be sufficient and binding
upon the parties hereto.
By:

Signature

Contact Information (Phone or Email Address)

Printed Name

Date
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